Abstract. In this paper we give a complete analysis of the global convergence and local superconvergence properties of piecewise polynomial collocation for Volterra integral equations with constant delay. This analysis includes continuous collocation-based Volterra-Runge-Kutta methods as well as iterated collocation methods and their discretizations.
Introduction
In this paper we analyze the numerical discretization of Volterra integral equations with (constant) delay x > 0, (1.1) y(t)=g(t)+ Í kxit,s,yis))ds by collocation methods in certain (nonsmooth) piecewise polynomial spaces. Equation (1.1) encompasses an important particular delay equation frequently encountered in physical and biological modelling processes [13] , namely (1.3) y(t) = g(t)+ k(t,s,y(s))ds, tel;
Jt-T it corresponds to setting k2 = -kx (= k) in (1.1). It will be assumed that the given functions, </>: [-x, 0] -> R, g: I -► R, kx: S xR -► R iS := {(r,s): 0 < s < t < T}), and k2: Sx x R -» R ( ST := I x [-x, T -x]) are (at least) continuous on their domains; additional conditions will be imposed later when needed. In order to exclude "classical" Volterra integral equations (which were considered in [6, 8] ) we also assume that ac2(í, s, y) does not vanish identically. Existence and uniqueness results for (1.1) and for related Volterra integral equations with finite delay (e.g., (1.4) yit) = g{t)+ i kit,s,yis), y{a{s)))ds, tel, Jo with a(s) < s) can be found, for example, in [3, 7, 12, 13, 14] .
In recent years, various aspects of numerical methods for (1.1), (1.3), or ( 1.4) have been studied. Results dealing with convergence properties are given in [17] (Euler's method, trapezoidal and midpoint method for (1.4) with pure delay and ais) = s -x); [14] (Hermite-type collocation for (1.4)); [12] (direct quadrature methods for (1.4) with state-dependent delay: a = a(y(j))); [1] (extension of ODE Runge-Kutta methods to (1.3)); and [19] (general RungeKutta methods and their natural extensions for (1.1)). The stability analyses for Runge-Kutta-type methods [2, 19] and (/?, cr)-reducible quadrature methods [11] are restricted to (1.1) with kxit, s, y) = a, k2it,s,y) = b (a, b constants), with \b\ < -Re(a). Note that in this case (1.1) can be reduced to a delay differential equation with constant coefficients, y'it) = ayit) + byit-x), tel, (assuming that git) = yo = const).
In [19] the stability of collocation methods is briefly discussed. However, an analysis of the global convergence and the local superconvergence properties of collocation methods for (1.1) is essentially still lacking. (However, in [14] Hermite-type collocation in the space S^zW^n) (piecewise polynomials of degree 2m -1 which are in Cm_1(7) ; see §2 for details on notation) is studied and shown to yield global 0(/z2m)-convergence.) It is the aim of this paper to show that 0(h2m)-convergence at the mesh points n# can be attained by using the iterated collocation solution corresponding to collocation in S^~x\ iflN) (piecewise polynomials of degree m -1 possessing jump discontinuities on n^v); on the interval / itself, the order of convergence will turn out to be p = m.
Collocation and iterated collocation
Let t" := nh in = 0, ... , N -I; tN = T) define a uniform partition for / = [0, T], and set n^ := {t0, ... , tN], IQ := [t0, tx], I" := it", tn+x] (1 < n < N -1). The mesh n^ is assumed to be constrained, i.e., For given real numbers {cj} with 0 < cx < ■■■ < cm < 1, define the set Xn '■= {tnj} of collocation points by (2.3) tnJ:=tn + Cjh U= 1,... , m; n = 0,... , N -I).
The collocation solution u £ S^~}\iUN) to (1.1) is then given by the equation (2) (3) (4) "(0 = ¿?W + / kxit, s, uis))ds + k2it, s, uis))ds, t £ XN, Jo Jo with (2.5) u{t) = <f>{t) on [-t,0).
If t = t"j is such that tnj -x (= tn-rj) < 0 (recall that, by (2.1), x = rh = tr), then (2.4) becomes (2.6) uit) = git)+ [ kxit,s,uis))ds-<t>it), t = t"j Jo ij = I,... , m; n = 0, ... , r -1), where (2.7) <D(i):= / k2it,s,(f>is))ds.
Jt-x
In contrast to classical Volterra integral equations corresponding to k2 = 0 (where no initial condition is present), or delay differential equations (where collocation requires the evaluation of the given initial function at certain points), the occurrence of the term <P(r) in the collocation equation (2.6) reveals that, for t = t"j < x ,v/e have to evaluate (or approximate) a functional containing the given initial function </>(r). As will be shown in §3, this represents a further potential source of error. The iterated collocation solution, uit, based on the collocation solution u defined by (2.4), (2.5) is given by (2.8) unit) := git) + / kxit, s, w(s))ds + /c2(r, s, uis))ds, tel.
Jo Jo
It has the property that Unit) = uit) whenever / e X^.
In order to put (2.4) and (2.8) into a form amenable to numerical computation, let t £ I" , and define Consider now (2.12): in general, the integrals on the right-hand side (including those in Fn{t"j) and D{tnj)) cannot be evaluated analytically but have to be approximated by suitable quadrature formulas. We choose interpolatory mpoint quadrature formulas whose abscissas are given by the collocation points.
Specifically, / kxitn j, tn + vh, u{tn +vh))dv Jo will be replaced by to the right-hand side of (2.14), with z replacing Cj.
Global convergence
Let u £ S^liTlx) denote the (exact) collocation solution to (1.1) defined by (2.4)-(2.6). For ease of exposition we will focus on the linear version of (1.1),
where Kx G C(5), K2 £ C(5T). A comment on the extension of the convergence results to the nonlinear equation (1.1) can be found at the end of the section. for some finite C not depending on h . This estimate holds for all collocation parameters {c¡} with 0 < cx < ■ ■ ■ < cm < 1. The iterated collocation solution corresponding to u exhibits the same global order of convergence, (3.3) ||v-w¡í||oo<CA"!.
Proof. Assume for simplicity, and without any loss of generality, that T = Mx for some M £ N. In each interval Jß := ipx, ip + l)x), the exact solution v of (3.1) is m times continuously differentiable. This follows from the smoothness hypotheses we have imposed on cf>, g, Kx, and K2 , and from the expressions for y^v\t) obtained by successively differentiating (3.1) with respect to t. From this it is readily seen that both the left and right limits of y(l/)(i) iv = 0, ... , m), as t tends to px, exist and are finite. Since by assumption, Kx £ C(S), we have ||A(2Í1,)«lli < 1 f°r a^ sufficiently small A > 0, and so V -hQnx}" is nonsingular. It thus follows from (3.6) that n-X (3.7) ||Ä,||i<AC0£llßHi + Ci.
;=0
A well-known result on discrete Gronwall inequalities (see, e.g., [10, p. 41]) leads to Now let t" > tr (= t) . Starting with (3.5), and using again the expression (3.4) for the collocation error on /" , we find, in complete analogy to the above, (3.9) iV -hQnx]n)ßn = A £ Q^ßi + hJ2 Qn2)Jj + qn i=0 1=0
( n > r). Here, the matrices Qn2)j are defined similarly to the matrices QnX)j introduced in (3.6), where now 0 < i < n -r. Moreover, the expression for qn now contains additional terms involving the kernel K2 . We omit these obvious details.
For all sufficiently small A > 0, equation (3.9) once more yields a discrete Gronwall inequality, This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. D
We now turn to the case where the integral O(0 in (2.7) (see also (2.17)) cannot be found analytically but has to be approximated by suitable numerical quadrature. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we readily derive, in analogy to (3.7), the discrete Gronwall inequality
where Cx := hm-pCx+h9~pQx. This implies that ||^"||, < Cx -exp(C0T) , 0 < n < r. Hence, \\ßn\\x will remain uniformly bounded as A -» 0 {rh = x) if, and only if, p < min{m, q) .
The case r < n < N -1 is treated in a similar manner; we omit these details, as well as the ones relating to the derivation of the estimate Halloo < Chp , p = mm{m,q). D
Remark. If we employ the (interpolatory) quadrature formulas given in (2.18) to approximate the delay integrals -0(r" ; j), we have q > m , and hence p = m in (3.11) . In other words, in this case the order of convergence of u and uit is given by (3.2) and (3.3) in Theorem 3.1.
As we mentioned before, the computational form of the collocation method is given by (2.14)-(2.16), with (2.18) for the approximation of the delay integral -0(i"j) (« < r), and with m (3.12) ûitn+vh) = J2Lkiv)Ûntk, tn+vh£ln.
k=l
The global convergence property of this continuous implicit m-stage DVRK method is described in the following theorem. Since the quadrature formulas are of interpolatory type, the corresponding quadrature errors E"'}(0 < i < n) satisfy (3.13) \E?J\<Qhm.
Subtracting (2.14) from (2.12) and using the above quadrature processes, we find, setting e"j := Unj-Unj, 4. Local superconvergence on nÎ t was shown in [4, 18] that if the initial value problem for a delay differential equation, y'it) = fit,yit),yit-x)), t £ I (r > 0), is solved by collocation in S^ÍUn) , with constrained mesh n#, and if the collocation points are given by the Gauss i-Legendre) points (i.e., if the {c,-} are the zeros of the Legendre polynomial Pmi2s -1)), then Here, the iterated collocation solution w,¡ is determined by (2.13).
Remark. For "classical" Volterra integral equations (i.e., for (1.1) with k2 = 0), local superconvergence results for the cases d = m, d = m -1 (Radau II points), and d = m -2 (Lobatto points) were derived in [8, 6, 10] . In [6] these local superconvergence properties were used as the basis for error and stepsize control in a code for such nonlinear integral equations. As will be seen below, the techniques for deriving local superconvergence results for the delay Volterra integral equations (3.1) and ( 1.1 ) in many ways closely resemble those employed in the nondelay case [8, 10, 9] ; the crucial new element is a generalization of the standard resolvent representation to an analogous one for the solution of (4.7) which takes into account the delay term Fit) (see Lemma 4.3).
Proof of Theorem 4. Under appropriate differentiability and boundedness conditions for kx and k2 we then find, setting uis) = y is) -eis), dk kj{t, s, yis)) -kjit, s, u(s)) = -^(i, s, y is)) • eis) +2-Qjè(t,s,Ziis))-e2is) , where z, is between y and u. Since the global convergence of u (and it) has already been established, we know that lk2||oo = Oih2m) for any {Cj} .
The remaining part of the proofs (both for u and û) once more makes use of the techniques described before.
Concluding remarks
It should be possible to combine the techniques used in [4, 5, 18] for delay differential equations with the ones employed in this paper in order to extend the above results to Volterra integral equations with variable delays (e.g., to (1.4)) or with multiple delays ( [7] ; see also [16] for delay differential equations with multiple (constant) delays). Volterra integral equations with state-dependent delays appear to be much more complex to deal with (compare [12] ).
In [19] Vermiglio considered, among other things, the P-stability of collocation methods for Volterra integral equations with delay. In particular, it was shown that if the collocation parameters {c¡} are such that they yield an -stable collocation method for an ordinary differential equation, then the correponding (discretized) collocation method for the delay integral equation (1.1) is P-stable. As we have seen, for delay integral equations collocation at the Gauss points does not lead to local superconvergence at t = t" ; it is the corresponding iterated collocation solution that exhibits 0(A2m)-eonvergence at the mesh points. Is the iterated collocation solution «,¡ corresponding to the Gauss collocation solution w also P-stable? This question will be studied in a sequel to the present paper.
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